Global Cyber Solutions Center
Dulles, Virginia

Providing a fully functional cyber security
operations center, the Raytheon Global Cyber
Solutions Center enables demonstrations
of new product and services offerings in
an operational setting for domestic and
international audiences.

Key Features and Benefits
n

Provides venues for high quality
demonstrations of Raytheon’s
integrated cyber defense
solutions

n

Host demonstrations across
the full spectrum of cyber
services and products offered
by Raytheon and our vendor
partners

n

Enables physical viewing of an
operational Security Operations
Center

n

Stand-alone, secure facility for
cyber testing and assessments

n

Multi-compartment separation
for different customer
communities and programs

n

Learning / teaching facility
for international customers
and partners

n

Event monitoring and
management, threat
monitoring, social media
monitoring, forensics, and
malware analysis

n

Intensive training/mentoring
program

n

World-leading defensive
cyber operations capabilities
integrated with advanced
threat detection

The Raytheon Global Cyber
Solutions Center promotes
active customer involvement,
with a focus on their unique
operational requirements
and concepts of operations.
We provide “reach back”
into Raytheon’s vast pool of
engineering talent in the areas
of predictive data analytics,
proactive/dynamic computer
defense, vulnerability
research, emulation, reverse
engineering, computer
network operations tools
and cyber security solutions.
Raytheon takes a solutionsoriented approach to
addressing problems such as
advanced persistent threats.
Our full spectrum, end-to-end
capabilities leverage decades
of cyber and intelligence
experience—and support
organizations, government
agencies and nations across
the globe.

Raytheon’s end-to-end
defensive cyber solutions
constantly monitor and protect
networks against breach, fraud,
theft and sabotage.
Raytheon has the only
virtual full-spectrum
Cyber Operations Training
capability for government
and commercial organizations
accessible from anywhere in
the world. Armed with forensic
analysis, indicator extraction
tools and processes, Raytheon’s
internationally recognized
technical staff provides
turnkey training and assistance
for unsurpassed performance
in existing cybersecurity
operations.
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As a large-scale systems
integrator, we take a solutionsoriented approach to addressing
advanced persistent threats. We
continue to invest in research
and development — and
maintain partnerships that span
the globe. It’s all part of helping
organizations, government
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agencies and nations effectively
minimize cyber risk and
safeguard information and
infrastructure.
Trust Raytheon to help
you secure your space and
confidently achieve mission
success in the cyber domain.

For further information contact:
Intelligence, Information
and Services
22260 Pacific Boulevard
Dulles, Virginia
20166 USA
iiscommunications@raytheon.com
www.raytheon.com
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